Snake/Splitter
Configuration Worksheet

Stage Box or Rack Panel? ____________

Total # of Mic Inputs ____________

Total # of Return Lines ____________

Type of Return Connectors ____________
(XLR or 1/4")

Split? Y/N ____________

IF Split = “Y”, Type of Split ____________
(Parallel or Transformer)

Hardwired or Disconnect? ____________
(Designate # of and location(s) of disconnects on a separate drawing if necessary)

Main Length ____________

Split Length ____________

Fanout Length(s) ____________
(Standard fan lengths are: 3 ft. - up to 28 channels, 4 ft. - 32 channels and up)
** Fan length is length of each channel from breakout to connector tip **

Ground Lift? Y/N ____________
(Only if Split = "Y")

Notes:

________________________